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In this paper, besides the definition of maximal operators over the p-adic
number field using the properties of Section 1, we can define p-adic bounded mean
oscillation space and obtain its examples. We prove sufficient conditions of
boundedness of maximal operators over the p-adic number field.  2001 Elsevier
Science
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we use some notations of the book by V. S. Vladimirov et
 al. 8 . We introduce definitions, notations, and basic properties of the
p-adic field and investigate some results of invariant measures and inte-
grals on  .p
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Let  be the field of rational numbers and p be a prime number,
 p 2, 3, 5, . . . . We consider a p-adic norm x on the field  by the rulep
    0  0, x  p ,p p
Ž .where an integer   x is defined from the representation
m
x p
n
and integers m and n are not divisible by p.
 The norm x is called the p-adic norm of x. This p-adic norm satisfiesp
the following properties.
For all x and y, we have
Ž .    1 x  0, x  0 if and only if x 0,p p
Ž .      2 xy  x y ,p p p
Ž .        4    3 x	 y 
max x , y with equality when x  y .p p p p p
Ž . ŽThe inequality 3 is called the non-Archimedean property or the isosceles
.triangle principle .
Also, the p-adic norm on the field  satisfies the triangle inequality
         x	 y 
max x , y 
 x 	 y . 4p p p p p
Ž .    Ž x .As is common, we define the order  x of x by x  p ; it is oftenp
Ž .convenient to set  0 	, with the usual conventions on how to handle
Ž .this symbol. Then the basic properties of the p-adic valuation  x are as
follows.
For all x and y, we have
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1  xy   x 	  y ,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2  xy   x   y if y 0,
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .3  x	 y min  x ,  y with equality when  x   y .
The field  of p-adic numbers is defined as the completion of  withp
 respect to the p-adic metric determined by the p-adic norm  . Wep
 remark that  is obtained from the p-adic norm  in the same way aspp
the real number field  is obtained from the usual absolute value as the
Ž  .completion of  see 8 . Any p-adic number x 0 is uniquely repre-
sented in the canonical form
x p x 	 x p	 x p2 	  ,Ž .0 1 2
Ž .where   x   and x are integers such that 0
 x 
 p 1, x  0,j j 0
j 0, 1, . . . . This representation is similar to expansion of any real num-
ber x in infinite decimal
x10 x 	 x 101 	 x 102 	  ,  ,Ž .0 1 2
x  0, 1, , 2, . . . , 9, x  0.j 0
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Ž .  Therefore, we can define the metric on  by  x, y  x y and pp p
becomes a complete metric space. From the canonical form of p-adic
Ž .numbers, it follows that  is a separable space. Denote by B a the discp r
 Ž .of radius p with center at a point a and by S a its boundaryp 
Ž .circle ,
  B a  x : x a 
 p ,Ž .  4p p
  S a  x : x a  p ,  .Ž .  4p p
These have the following properties
Ž .     4 Ž . Ž .1 x : x a  p  B a  B a ,pp 1 
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 S a  B a  B a ,  1
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 B a  B a if    and  ,   ,  
Ž . Ž .4 B a  S ,  
  
Ž . Ž .  45  B a  a , 
Ž . Ž . Ž .6  B a  S a  .    p
Ž . Ž .For a 0 we denote B 0  B and S 0  S .   
 LEMMA 1.1 8 . A set K is compact in  if and only if it is closedp p
and bounded in  .p
 DEFINITION 1.2 8 . An additive character of the field  is called ap
Ž .character of additive group  , i.e., a continuous complex alued functionp
Ž .  Ž .  x defined on  and satisfying the conditions  x  1 andp
 x	 y   x  y , x , y .Ž . Ž . Ž . p
It is clear that every additive character of the field  is a character ofp
any group B .
 4We introduce the fractional part x of x defined byp p
p x 	 x p	 x p2 	 	x p  1 if  x 0,Ž .Ž .0 1 2  1 4x p ½ 0 if  x 0 or x0,Ž .
Ž .  where   x   and 0
 x 
 p 1 8 .j
Now we have
  Ž . Ž  4 .EXAMPLE 1.3 8 . The function   x  exp 2	 i  x for every fixedp p
 is an additive character of the field  and the group B . Herep p 
 4 Ž . x is a fractional part of a number of  x. The character   x of thisp p
example is used in Section 2.
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We note that from Definition 1.2 we have the relations
n1 0  1,  x   x   x ,  nx   x , n . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 THEOREM 1.4 8 . Let  1 be such a character. Then there exists k 
such that
 x  1, x B .Ž . k
Since  , we denote
 x  exp 2	 ix , x.Ž . Ž .
The theory of integration of a complex valued function of a p-adic
number field is considered below. As the field  is a locally compactp
commutative group with respect to addition, there exists a Haar measure,
i.e., a positive measure dx which is invariant with respect to shifts,
Ž .  d x	 a  dx. In 8 , we normalize the measure dx such that
dx dx 1.H H
  x 
1pp
Under this agreement the measure dx is unique.
  Ž .DEFINITION 1.5 8 . Let K be a compact subset of  . C K is thep
space of continuous complex valued functions on K with the norm
 f  max f x .Ž .CŽ K .
xK
1 Ž .We note that f : K is a function. A function f L  is calledl oc p
integrable on  if there existsp
lim f x dx lim f x dx .Ž . Ž .ÝH H
n nB Sn 
n
This limit is called an integral of the function f on  and it is denoted byp
Ž .H f x dx so that p
f x dx f x dx .Ž . Ž .ÝH H
 Sp 
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 THEOREM 1.6 8 . The set of trigonometrical polynomials
T c    x :   MŽ .Ý  p½ 5
 -finite
Ž . 2Ž .is dense in C K , and thus in L K for any compact set K , where M isp
any countable eerywhere dense set in  .p
2. MAXIMAL OPERATORS OVER THE p-ADIC
NUMBER FIELD
Let p be a prime number and  be the p-adic number field. In thisp
section, we define a maximal operator over  and investigate the bound-p
edness of the maximal operator over  .p
DEFINITION 2.1. A maximal operator M on  is defined byp p
1
M f x , t  sup f y dy , z ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Hp pH dy Ž .B zŽ . B Ž z . xB z 
1

p
 t p
where x, t .p
Note that
dy dy p .H H
Ž .B z B 
We also remark that the maximal operator is represented by
1
M f x , t  sup f y dyŽ . Ž . Ž .Hp H dy Ž .B zŽ . B Ž z . xB z 
1

p
 t p
1
 sup f y dy .Ž .Hp Ž .B zŽ . xB z
1

p
 t p
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1 Ž . mLEMMA 2.2. Let f L  and 1
 l . B is the disk of radius pl oc p m
Ž   l .with center at 0. Then the integral H f t dt conerges andpBm
1l l  f t dt f p p 1 .Ž .Ž . ÝH p ž /pBm 
m
Proof.
  l   lf t dt f t dtŽ . Ž .ÝH p H p
B Sm 
m
 f pl dtŽ .Ý H
S
m
 f pl dt dtŽ .Ý H Hž /B B 1m
 f pl p p1Ž . Ž .Ý

m
1
l  f p p 1 .Ž .Ý ž /p
m
THEOREM 2.3. Let 1
 l . B and B are disks of radius pn, pm,n m
respectiely, with center at 0. Then a maximal operator M is bounded fromp
Ž . lŽ .C B into L B  B . In particular,n n m
1
l11 .Ž1	 n Ž l	1.ll   M f 
 p p 1  f .ÝL Ž B B . C Ž B .p n m nž /p
m
Proof. Using Definition 1.5, we obtain
l
1l
M f x , t  sup f y dyŽ . Ž . Ž .Hp p Ž .B zŽ . xB z
1

p
 t p
l
l   
 sup t f dyp H CŽ B .n
Ž .B zŽ . xB z
1

p
 t p
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  l   l  l t f sup pp C Ž B .n
Ž .xB z
1
 n
p 
p
 t p
  l   l nl
 t f p .p C Ž B .n
Hence we have
l l ln l    M f x , t dx dt
 p f t dt dxŽ . Ž .H CŽ B .H p Hp n
B B B Bn m m n
1ln l Ž l	1. n  p f p 1  pÝCŽ B .n ž /p
m
1ln l	n Ž l	1.  p f p 1 .ÝCŽ B .n ž /p
m
Therefore,
1
l11 .Ž1	 n Ž l	1.ll   M f 
 p p 1  f .ÝL Ž B B . C Ž B .p n m nž /p
m
1 Ž l	1. Ž l	1.Ž .Since Ý p 1 converges with the ratio p and is
m p
Ž . lŽ .finite, M is bounded from C B into L B  B .p n n m
THEOREM 2.4. Let 1
 l . B and B are discs of radius pn, pm,n m
respectiely, with center at 0. Then a maximal operator M is bounded fromp
2Ž . lŽ .L B  T into L B  B . That is, there exists C  0 such that for eachn n m 1
2Ž .g L B  Tn
1
l11 .Ž1	 n Ž l	1.ll 2   M g 
 C p p 1  g .ÝL Ž B B . L Ž B .p 1n m nž /p
m
2Ž . Ž .Proof. Let g L B  T. Then, by Theorem 1.6, g x is denoted byn
g x  c    x ,   M .Ž . Ž .Ý  p
 -finite
At first, we note that
 g y 
 c   xŽ . Ž .Ý  p
 -finite
  c .Ý 
 -finite
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Second, we have
l1l
M g x , t  sup g y dyŽ . Ž . Ž .Hp p Ž .B zŽ . xB z
1

p
 t p
l
l   
 t sup c dyÝp H ž /Ž .B zŽ . xB z  -finite
1

p
 t p
l
ll       t c  sup pÝp ž /
Ž .xB z -finite 
1
 n
p 
p
 t p
l
l nl   
 t p c .Ýp ž /
 -finite
Hence
l
l lln   M g x , t dx dt
 c p t dt dxŽ . Ž . ÝH H p Hp ž /
B B B Bn m m n -finite
1lŽ l	1.n  Ž l	1.  p c p 1 .Ž .Ý Ý ž /ž /p
m
Since there exists C  0 such that1
1
22
2       c 
 C c , c 
 C g ,Ý Ý Ý L Ž B .ž / 1   1 n
therefore
1
l11 .Ž 	1 n  Ž l	1.ll 2   M g 
 C p p 1  g .ÝL Ž B B . L Ž B .p 1n m nž /ž /p
m
2Ž .  4Let f L B . From Theorem 1.6, there exists g  T such thatn n
  2lim g  f. In this case, the limit means that lim f g  0.L Ž B .n n n n n
So by this fact and Theorem 2.4, we obtain the following corollary.
COROLLARY 2.5. Let 1
 l . B and B are discs of radius pn, pm,n m
respectiely, with center at 0. Then a maximal operator M is bounded fromp
2Ž . lŽ .L B into L B  B .n n m
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1 Ž .For 
 L K , where K is a compact subset of  , letl oc p
1

  
 y dy .Ž .HB  p B
From now we denote B by B.
1 Ž .DEFINITION 2.6. If 
 L K and ifl oc
1
   sup 
 
 dy 
  ,H Bp ByB
then we say 
 is of p-adic bounded mean oscillation, 
 BMO.
 EXAMPLE 2.7. Let 
 log x . Then for  ,p
p , if  0;2p 1Ž .
p1 1   c , if  0; 0
  log p 1  2B  ž / p 1Ž .p p
p
	 c , if  0, 02 p 1Ž .
where c Ý kpk and c Ý kpk. 0 0
 k
  0  k
 0
  k ŽProof. Suppose that 
 log x . Then since Ý kp  p pp 0
 k

.21 , we have
1
 
  log x dxH pB p B
1 1
k log p 1 kp .Ý ž /p p 
k
  1EXAMPLE 2.8. Let 
 x and Re  0. Then for  ,p
1
, if  0;1 p
11
1  	 d , if  0;
  1 p Ž .  0B  1 pp
1
 d , if  0, 01 p
where d Ý pk and d Ý pk. 0 0 k
  0  k
 0
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We also remark that the p-adic bounded mean oscillation is represented
by
   sup 
 
 dx 
  ,H B
BxB 11
Ž  .where 
  H 
 p x dx.B B1
 Clearly, the bound 
  in Definition 2.6 is the BMO norm of 
.
Because the constant functions have BMO norm zero, we identify 

BMO with 
	 constant, and we view BMO as a subset of
1  4L K constant .Ž .l oc
 It is immediate from Definition 2.6 that  is a norm on BMO. Denote
Ž .by G the disc of convergence of the function log 1	 x , where G is thep p
  1   2additive group x 
 p for p 2 and x 
 2 for p 2. At thep 2
Ž .point x 1, the function log 1	 x is divergent, but
 log 1	 x  x , xG .Ž . p p p
 Hence, by Example 2.7 the function log x is BMO.p
The function in the BMO is closely related to the maximal operator. Let
1 Ž .
 L K and  0. Then we writel oc
1
 M 
  sup 
 
 dx .Ž . H Bp BxB , 
Ž .We note that M 
 is bounded iff 
 BMO, i.e.,
 
  lim M 
 .Ž .

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